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Pixabay: https://pixabay.com/en/group-interaction-social-networking-35423/
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Learning: A Transformative Experience?

 

‘A dramatic change in the way a person experiences, conceptualizes and

interacts with the world’ (Hoggan 2014:14).

An intellectual, affective, gut-level experience (Rogers 1995)

Discover Wildlife: http://www.discoverwildlife.com/british-wildlife/how-does-caterpillar-

turn-butterfly
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Reflecting on Our Experiences of Learning

What words/phrases do you 

associate with learning?
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Emancipatory:

Transformative

Learning

Instrumental: 

Technical 

Learning

ScienceArt

Increasing knowledge and learning… 

equipping students with skills… 

qualifications for future careers...as 

well as areas such as increasing 

confidence and self-worth (Elizabeth).

Our Role as Educators: Positionality

We need to move beyond viewing education as a ‘neck up’ process.

….it is not really the discipline I teach 

which makes a difference, rather the 

hidden, alternative curriculum which 

is more important…Here I believe lies 

the real power in education….Here, 

real social change can be enabled 

(Luke).

Key considerations: Knowledge, Affect and Dialogue (Coker 2017)
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What key attributes 

define you as an 

educator?

Defining Our Role as Educators
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A System Driven by Metrics: Managing the Tension

Performance metrics: What’s this all about https://codeburst.io/performance-metrics-whats-this-all-about-1128461ad6b
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Assessment/Feedback Practices: Ripple in the Pond Effect

Pixabay: https://pixabay.com/en/photos/ripples/
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Assessment/Feedback Practices: Let’s be Creative

Hippocrates Health Institute: https://hippocratesinst.org/is-there-one-blood-type-that-does-better-on-raw

Self Assessment

Wiki

Peer Review

Blog

Timed Assessment

Power Point Presentation

Poster

Student Involved in 

Defining  Assessment  

Criteria/OutcomesQuantitative Mark v’s 

Qualitative Comments

Peer Assessment

Feedforward v’s 

Feedback

Engage in Open 

Dialogue

Avoid Silo Effect

Group Work

Horizontal and Vertical 

Approaches
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Resources on Assessment for Learning

http://staffresources.uhi.ac.uk/support_portal/resources/bb-collaborate/index.html
http://staffresources.uhi.ac.uk/assessment-feedback/design_feedback/index.html
http://staffresources.uhi.ac.uk/assessment-feedback/design_feedback/index.html
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‘You don't know me, but before I lose my college email, I feel I want to tell

you this……..When I was in first year (in 2011) I handed in an assignment. In

my feedback you said you believed I was capable of great things, and that I

should go into next semester feeling confident.....

The only thing that mattered to me, that gave me sense of worth, was losing

weight. But your words…..They sunk in…..They gave me a sense of worth

that I needed…..So I agreed to go to hospital…..I got better, I recovered, and

on Friday I will graduate…..I just wanted you to know the part you played in

that, and sincerely thank you for helping me find my way out.’

Feedback: The Significance of Our Words

‘A very good description of study…….The language used in this answer

changes so I am concerned that your answer has not been presented

completely in your own words.’


